Black Arts
(Which is what makes much of this poetry difficult reading for whites, and also lends credence to the frequent claim of Black writers that the critics of Black literature should be Black Being told to 'speak proper,' meaning that you become fluent with the jargon of power, is also a part of not 'speaking proper.' That is, the culture which desperately understands that it does not 'speak proper,' or is not fluent with the terms of social strength, also understands somewhere that its desire to gain such fluency is done at a terrifying risk. The bourgeois Negro accepts such risk as profit.
But does close-ter (in the context of 'jes a close-ter, walk wi-thee') mean the same thing as closer? Close-ter, in the term of its user is, believe me, exact. It means a quality of existence, of actual physical disposition perhaps...in its manifestation as a tone and rhythm by which people live, most often in response to common modes of thought best enforced by some factor of environmental emotion that is exact and specific. Even,the picture it summons is different, and certainly the 'Thee' that is used to connect the implied 'Me' with, is different.
The God of the damned cannot know the God of the damner, that is, cannot know he is God. As no Blues person can really believe emotionally in Pascal's God, or Wittgenstein's question, 'Can the concept of God exist in a perfectly, logical language?' Answer: 'God don't never change '.8 Equally significant in the poets' use of the Black Idiom is their keen awareness of the highly oral nature of Black culture. To get the written word to the Black non-reading, still essentially pre-literate community, the New Black Writer, must, as Don Lee says, ...move into the small volume direction...small black works that can be put into the back pockets and purses, volumes that can be conveniently read during the 15 minute coffee break or during the lunch hour...we as black poets and writers are aware of the fact that the masses (and I do not use the word lightly for I am part of the masses) of black people do not read books.9
In these "small volumes" the poets have capitalized on the fact that though Black folks don't read, they highly value verbal skills expressed orally.
Emphasis is on the ability to rap, and Black culture abounds with verbal rituals and rhetorical devices through which this oral linguistic competence can be expressed.
I am accounting here for a tradition in the Black Experience in which verbal performance becomes both a means of establishing one's reputation and a teaching/socializing force. Black talk is never simple cocktail chit-chat, but a functional dynamic that is simultaneously a mechanism for learning about life and the world and a vehicle for achieving group recognition.
Even in what appears to be only casual conversation, whoever speaks is aware that his personality is on exhibit and his status at stake. He must have some knowledge to contribute to the group, and his contribution must be presented in a dazzling, entertaining manner. Black speakers are greatly flamboyant, flashy and exaggerative; Black raps are highly stylized, dramatic and spectacular; speakers and raps are conveyors of information. But Black communicative performance is a two-way street, and so the "audience" becomes both observers and participants in the speech event. With its responses, the listeners can influence the direction of a given rap and at the same time Some examples from Lee: "u bes hitten the man hard all day long"15 and "why she be doing the things she don't do."16 Due to its obvious difference from "white English," then, be is a favorite of the poets, often employed to the point of overuse, and occasionally not in strict conformity with the rules for its application. For example, Sonia Sanchez ftwe bes the culture bearers, "l7
for we the culture bearers --i.e., as a simple statement of an all-time fact. Lee uses the Dozens to speak satirically of the nonsensical attempts of The Toast
The Toast is a narrative tale, complete with rhymed lines and poetic imagery--gutsy and sexual. The hero is usually a fearless, defiant Black man (what Black folks approvingly call a "bad nigguh"), who overcomes seemingly insurmountable odds. Like Stag-O-Lee who was so bad even white folks feared him and only God was able to kill him--even then it took "3,412 angels 14 days) 11 hours, and 32 minutes to carry the giant death thunderbolt to the Lord.
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The hero might be symbolized in animal form, like the Signifying Monkey, who, though the underdog, outdoes the big, bad Lion (symbolizing the white man).
Black prison poet Etheridge Knight "toasts" two such bad nigguhs. One is the Black prisoner Hard Rock who "was 'known not to take no shit/From nobody,' and he had the scars to prove it."25 I mean Hard Rock was so bad he "had once bit/A screw on the thumb and poisoned him with syphilitic spit."
Knight's other super-bad underdog is Shine, the protagonist in the old Black In addition, the marginalia of this poem contains such instructions as: I borrow this term from Black fictionist, Ishmael Reed, who says: Sometimes I feel that the condition of the Afro-American writer in this country is so strange that one has to go to the supernatural for an analogy.
Manipulation of the word has always been related in the^mind to manipulation of nature.
One utters a few words and stones roll aside, the dead are raised and the river beds emptied of their content.
The Afro-American artist is similar to the Necromancer (a word whose etymology is revealing in itself!). He is a conjuror who works JuJu upon his oppressors; a witch doctor who frees his fellow victims from the psychic attack launched by demons of the outer and inner world.
See his Introduction to 19 Necromancers From Now (New York: Doubleday, Anchor Edition, 1970).
